
••• Overview 
In this lesson you will be introduced to the basic individual skills new or beginning players need to become 
fundamentally sound players. You will also learn effective teaching techniques for these skills and basic 
common errors and corrections for each skill. Watch carefully for how your trainer demonstrates the skills. 

Objective 
Coaches will be able to properly execute basic lacrosse skills and verbalize steps for execution. 

Coaches will be able to teach individual stick skills correctly using teaching methods presented in Module 1. 

Coaches will identify common execution errors and effectively correct those errors using methods presented in 
Module 1. 

... 
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Topic 3.1 Cradling and Stick Protection 

Introduction: 
Cradling is using the movement of the stick to maintain possession of the ball in the stick. 
There are two handed and one handed methods of cradling. 
Stick protection is part of the requirement to maintain possession while cradling. 

Points to Remember When I'm Teaching the Skill: 

Two-handed method of cradling: 
• The top hand 2-3 inches below bottom of the head of the stick -top hand is responsible 

for controlling the motion of the stick. 
• Bottom hand is relaxed on the butt end of the stick -responsible for protecting the stick. 
• Stick should be held in the fingertips with top digit of each finger and thumb for better 

control & wrist action. 
• Palm in palm out movement of the top hand is the cradling motion 

(This motion creates the centrifugal force on the stick head which keeps the ball in pocket) 
• Keep his elbow up so stick is parallel to the body creating excellent stick protection and 

limited stick exposure to the defender 
• Arms should move similar to the natural movement of one's arms when running, which is 

forward and backward. The difference is when cradling both arms move together. 
• A player should use the 2 handed cradle when there is no pressure or less pressure from a 

defender. This allows for easier running ability in open field. 

B. One-handed method of cradling 
• Used when there is extreme pressure being applied from a defender. 

The top hand 2-3 inches below bottom of the head of the stick -top hand is 
responsible for controlling the motion of the stick. 

• The free bottom hand is used to maximize stick protection. 
• Player's bottom hand - not on the stick should have the elbow up with the 

palm out and thumb down 
• Thumb and hand create natural "V" for bottom of the stick to fit into for a 

quick shot or pass - top hand can rotate the stick hand back so butt end 
snaps into the "V" for passing and shooting 

• The shoulders will rotate slightly with the movement of the arms and the body should 
protect the stick from the defender by always being in between the stick and thedefender 

Key Points of Emphasis: 
Emphasis is on the natural body movement while running to aid in cradling 
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.. 
Tip - Watch the skills by 

OIl 

Error Detection 
Ball falls out of stick while cradling 

c. Stick Protection 
Points to Remember When I'm Teaching the 
Skill : 

• The body should be between stick and 
defender 

• The stick should be at shoulder height and 
vertical 

• Top hand holding stick in position about 
chest high near the arm pit (this is called 
the "box position") 

• Player's head is kept up as part of the 

Error Correction 
Observe if elbow is up keeping stick 
perpend icu lar 

Make sure the arms move similar to the 
motion of the arms when running 

• 

protective system with the stick head in the "box position" 
• Hold his bottom hand out to absorb any type of check on free hand 

logging onto the Level 1 • 

• The thumb is out and extended away from the body with the elbow also out and away 
from the body this forms a natural curve of the shoulders to protect against checks and 
keeps the thumb down to creates a ready position for the stick's bottom to be brought 
up to the bottom hand's palm for a pass 

online course reference OIl 

section and clicking • 
"Watch a Ski II" . • 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• The elbow of the top hand holding the stick must be up so the forearm is horizontal to 
ground. 

• Keeping the elbow up forces stick to be vertical & perpendicular to ground, maximizing 
protection of the stick. 

• Key points of emphasis: 
• • Body should be between stick and defender 
<II • Stick should be at shoulder height and vertical 

• 

• 
• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

• 
<II 

• 
• Drills 

Error Detection 
Player gets checked while cradling 

Error Correction 
Make sure player doesn't : 
• have elbows in towards the body 
• have bottom hand is next to the 
body - not up and elbow out to protect 
stick 
• have stick end and stick head 
exposed (stick parallel to ground - not 
perpendicular to player's body) 
Encourage to: 
• make sure body kept between stick 
and opponent (shielding the stick) 

• 1. Cradling 101 - see full drill in Module II appendix. 

• 
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Lesson 3.2 Scooping 

Introduction: 
Scooping = skill of getting the ball off the ground 

Points to Remember When I'm Teaching the Skill: 
• Scooping -shoveling action 
• Body is bent down low to ground 
• Aim stick 1-2 inches in front of the ball with knees bent low 
• Stick parallel to ground 
• Back hand low to ground 
• Go through the ball and bring the stick quickly to your face as you explode 

from the opponents 
• Use the body and leg to protect the butt end in the scooping process 
• After picking up the ball always take 3 fast steps and fish hook for stick 

protection 
• Pick head up and look to pass the ball 

Key Points of Emphasis 
• Communication: 

"I've got the ball" or just "ball" = this lets everyone else know that you are 
getting the ball so two people do not go for the ball at the same time 

• Perimeter players will yell "I've got the man" or "Man" which means 
that if they are within 5 yards of the ball they will screen or block out any 
opponents with their bodies and with both hands on the stick (rules permit 
this within 5 yards of the ball) once you get possession yell "release" so 
that anyone blocking in 5 yd area breaks away from his man and is looking 
for ball this also prevents interference and also may create an numbers 
advantage 

Error Detection Error Correction 
Back hand is too high which pushes Lower back hand parallel to ground 
the ball forward 
Ball checked while player is scooping Must bring stick head immediately to 

the helmet to protect the stick 
More than one player going for the ball Proper communication so all team 
at once members recognize their responsibili-

ties and communicating: 
"I've got ball" 
" I've got man" 
" Release" 

Drills 
1. Ground Ball Box Out Drill- See full drill in Module II appendix 
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Lesson 3.3 Dodging 

Introduction 
There are several different dodges to use depending on the stance of the player guarding you 
and the proximity of the opponents to you. Elements crucial to the proper execution of a dodge 
are good footwork, stick protection and body position. 

There are two situations when dodges are useful. 

1. The defender is squared off facing the attacking player 
• The attacker would want to use a dodge to gain penetration towards the goal - called a 

"north-side dodge" that allows the attack to progress towards the goal. 
• The face dodge or bull dodge, roll dodge, circle dodge (see explanations below) are 

good examples of dodges to use in this situation. 

2. Defender is running hip-to-hip with his attacker. At this point the defender exposes 
his backside and has committed to going in one direction with the dodger. The defender's 
backside is vulnerable and it becomes more difficult for him to reverse his direction. 

• Dodger makes a dodge towards the defenders back side - called a "east-west dodge" 
changing his direction. 

• The change of direction dodge and split dodge are good moves get away from a 
defender running hip-to-hip. 

Points To Remember When Teaching the Skill 
Defender is Squared: 
1. Face dodge 
• The dodge should be initiated 2-3 yards from the defender 
• The stick is in box position while defender is squared 
• Attacking player should run straight at the defender to initiate the dodge 
• Bait the defender by raising the stick and slightly exposing the stick head 
• Use a short jab step with the stick side foot to force the defender to commit to 

that move and to the stick 
• As defender commits to checking the stick, the dodger should bring his stick 

across his body to the other side in the box position by curling his hand from 
the palm facing the stick side ear and then bring the palm and stick across the 
face so the palm faces the other ear when it reaches the other box (example 
- stick is next to right ear and bring it across curling the top hand so the stick 
head now faces the left ear but still held in the right hand 

• Side step with opposite foot when switching the stick to the other side of the 
body, and immediately cross the stick side leg over 

• This creates stick protection by using the body 
• Running path should almost be a straight line through the defender 
• Once by the defender, brings the stick back to original box side position 
• The dodger never changes his hands on this dodge. 

Key points of emphasis 
• Keep elbow up for stick protection to keep stick perpendicular to the ground 
• Roll the wrist inward to curl the stick head from one shoulder region to the 

opposite side 
• Rotate the shoulder so the body protects the stick during the dodge 
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Error Detection Error Correction 
Player loses ball while executing dodge Keep elbow up for stick protection to 

keep stick perpendicular to the ground 

Roll the wrist inward to curl the stick 
head from one shoulder region to the 
opposite side 

Rotate the shoulder so the body pro-
tects the stick during the dodge 

2. Roll Dodge (right handed; describe reverse it if you are using left hand 
- Run straight towards the defender. 
- Release the lower hand and bring that hand up and out for stick protection. 
- Plant the opposite foot of the hand holding the stick in between the defender's 
~ as close to defender as possible. 

- With that foot as a pivot (left foot) foot the dodger pivots rotating and 
swinging his body completely around defender in the direction he wishes to 
progress. 

- Always have your back facing the defender and place your body between 
opponent and the stick (this creates a kick spin using the defender's body as a 
post and the offender finishes the move in a back to back position with the stick between 
the shoulder blades) 

• The dodger takes one long stride with his right foot past the defender as he pivots to seal 
off the defender. 

• This step must be a straight step forward not out to the side so to gain distance from the 
defender. 

• Either switch hands when he is 2 steps by the defender or he may keep it in the original 
hand. Sensing where the defender is will determine whether a dodger keeps his stick it in 
the same hand or switches hands. 

-If the defender reaches around to check the dodger's stick - keep the stick in the same 
hand. 

-If the defender tries to drop step to keep his stance open so he is facing the dodger then 
the dodger wants to switch hands once he gets 1-2 steps by the defender to keep his body 
between the stick and defender maximizing stick protection. 

Error Detection and Correction 
If the player executing the dodge is not getting by the defender or frequently drops the ball 
either from his own error or from check thrown by a defense look to see if the dodger is: 

• Keeping both elbows up for stick protection, keeping the stick perpendicular to the 
ground and keeping the stick in the middle of the body as the roll begins. 

• Dropping the stick slightly during the roll so the stick head is below the chest and 
protected 

• Squatting low during the roll and driving into the defender so he lowers his own center 
of gravity and maintains his balance. 

• Planting the opposite foot - to pivot and roll 
- Not pulling the stick in tight to the stick side shoulder as the roll begins 
• Keeping stick head is below chest 
- Keeping the butt end of his stick between his legs for maximum protection 
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HIP TO HIP MOVES: 
The next three dodges are good doges to use when an attacker is running hip-to-hip with his defender. 

1. Split Dodge - good dodge for beginners to start with the weak hand and switch to their strong hand 
• Dodger drives in one direction (example - towards right) 
• Plant stick side foot (outside foot ex. right foot) as if to sprint past the defender 
• Open your hips by rotating them away from the original direction (right) and begin to step 

towards the defender's back side (step towards your left) 
• Bring the stick across your face quickly and switching hands 
• While switching the stick from one hand to the other the dodger should bring his lower 

bottom hand up to protect against a check 
• Once the dodger cuts off his defenders backside he should sprint towards the opposite 

direction. (this is similar to a football runner's cut back and switching ball from outside to 
outside keeping body between his defender and the ball) 

Error detection and correction: 
If the dodger gets checked and loses the ball, check to see if: 

• He is getting the free arm up to protect his stick as he switches hands with the stick. 

2. Change of Direction - this dodge is similar to roll dodge but is only used when moving 
laterally (east to west or side line to side line) 

• As the dodger is running side line to side line with the defender running hip to hip 
• the dodger should plant his non stick side foot to step that foot up as a pivot foot in order 

to change the direction he is heading toward 
• Using the non stick side foot as a pivot foot pick up the stick side foot to begin stepping back 

in the opposite direction from which the dodger was running 
• Pivot off the non-stick side foot and roll keeping the back to the defender the whole time 
• Begin to sprint changing the direction of the original move 
• While moving east to west gain ground vertically (south to north) and keep both elbows up to aid 

in the change of direction. 
• Keep the stick in same hand until 2 steps by defender for good stick protection 
• After gaining a step on the defender switch the stick from one hand to the 

other keeping the body 
• Between the stick and the defender to maintain maximum stick 

protection 

Error detection and correction: 
• If a player has trouble protecting his stick and gets checked frequently or 
~ loses the ball, make sure he: 

• Keeps low during the dodge 
• • Does not switch hands too quickly 
• • Pulls his stick head in tight to the shoulder area as the roll begins 

• Keeps both elbows up during the dodge • 
• 
• 3. Speed Dodge 
'" The dodger should be cradling one handed and use his free arm to lean in and drive hard 
I\' through and muscle by the defender's hold or check. 

• Error detection and correction: 
,. If a player cannot get through the defender be sure he is: 
• • • Keeping low and accelerating as he reached the defender. 

• Drills 
• Approach Drill - See full drill in Module II appendix • 
• 
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Lesson 3.4 Throwing and Catching 

Introduction 
The ability to move the ball in the air to open teammates using the stick is important to both 
successful offense and defense. It is a lead-in skill to feeding other skills such as shooting and 
feeding (passing the ball to an open player for an immediate shot) 

Points to Remember When I'm Teaching the Skill: 
Throwing 

• Stick in "box position" (shoulder area and ear) 
• Body is perpendicular to the target by pointing your non throwing shoulder at the 

target 
• Throwing motion is similar to baseball and football throwing mechanics 
• Push off back foot of the stick side foot 
• Step in direction of the target with opposite foot from which stick is being held 
• Trunk rotates and turns toward target 
• Throwing occurs by bringing the stick by the ear area 
• Mechanics is a pull (pull hard with the bottom hand on the butt end of the stick) 

and push (push hard with the top hand on the stick) 
• Slide the top hand down to the bottom hand as the ball is being released (allows 

for proper follow through) 
• Rotate inward the upper hand as it slides down to the bottom hand causing the 

wrist to snap. This is similar to a baseball batter as he snaps his wrist in batting 
- the top hand should go over the bottom hand as the ball is release. 

• Top hand pushes and slides as the bottom hand pulls as the top wrist rolls over 
the bottom wrist 

• As confidence level increase begin to slide hands closer to create the snap on a pass 
• Throwing motion is done in 3/4 arm motion to provide best throwing accuracy with speed 

and quick release 

Catching: Catching the ball requires a high level of hand eye coordination. The basic 
mechanics for catching a ball are: 

• The player asking for the ball should give a target for the thrower by positioning the 
stick in or near "the box position"(shoulder and ear area) 

• A player should always expose the greatest surface area of the stick as possible to 
give a clear target. 

• As the ball comes into the stick's pocket area - the player should give with the ball 
as it hits the pocket. This "giving" motion is created by slightly moving the stick in 
the direction the ball is traveling 

• A player should try to see the ball into his stick by following the path of the ball with 
his eyes until it rolls into the stick's pocket. 

• As soon as the player feels the ball in his stick, he should start cradling immediately 
to keep the ball in his stick and protect it from a defender. 

There are three types of catching styles: 
1. Catching ball while running towards the passer: 

• This requires the stick head in the box position near the shoulder and ear area 
• the pocket faces the thrower (exposing as much surface area as possible) 
• the player runs towards the passer. 

2. Catching the ball moving away from the passer (over the shoulder) 
• This requires a player to look over his shoulder and catching the ball with the stick in the box 

position and the pocket facing the thrower 
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• Whatever shoulder you look over, that hand should be at the top of the stick (similar to 
football player catching the ball looking over his shoulder). 

• This allows the player to catch the ball without bringing stick across his body and 
without breaking his stride (left hand should be on the left side and the right hand on 
the right side) 

3. Catching the ball while running parallel with passer or catching a "lead pass" 
• The player extends his stick out in front to receive the ball. For example, a player 

should have his right hand at top of his stick while looking to receive the ball from 
passe running parallel to him on his left side or vice versa. 

• The receiver should keep his outside hand at the top of the stick. This will protect the 
stick as the receiver keeps his body between the defender and his stick. 

Key Points of Emphasis 
Throwing 

• Make sure hands are up near the chest area to free your hands to maximize speed on a 
pass 

• If hands are at the waist area - a pushing motion is created instead of the desired 
throwing motion "pull and push" action of the bottom and top hand 

• Body perpendicular to target 
• Step towards target 

Catching 
• Make sure they are "giving" with their stick 
• Soft hands - allow stick to give with the pass by retracting the stick in the direction the 

ball is thrown 
• Gently cradle as the ball goes into the pocket 

Error detection and correction 
Throwing 

• Body facing the target - not perpendicular 
• Hands too low and in tight to the body 
• Top hand too dominant creating a push only not pull- push - snap action 

Catching 
• If a player keeps dropping the ball, make sure they are "giving" with their stick 
• Make sure they are not extending the hands out and reaching for the pass - give with 

the pass as the ball reaches the stick pocket. 
• Make sure a player is not trying to cradle the ball before they have the ball in their 

stick. 
• If a player has trouble catching the ball over the shoulder, make sure whatever 

shoulder is being looked over that same side hand is up at the top of the stick, 

Drills 
1. Triangle Line Drills - see full drill in Module II appendix. 
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Lesson 3.5 Feeding and Cutting 

Introduction 
Feeding and cutting are increasingly becoming more and more vital to the success of an offense as 
defensive abilities develop to a higher level. The increased athletic ability of defensemen in general 
have made it imperative that offenses be able to score without beating a player in a one on one move 
designed to end in a shot. To compound this problem, team defenses are increasingly becoming 
more adept and effective at slides. The feed and the cut is lacrosse's equivalent of the forward pass 
in football. Relatively easy scores can be had through perfect execution. 

Points to Remember When I'm Teaching the Skill: 
Frontside cut = Cutting in front of a defender 
Backside cut = Cutting behind a defender 
V-cut off a feed = breaking towards the crease and then back out to receive the ball 

Feeding = stepping away from the defender to free the hands to pass the ball 
• Feeding involves freeing one's hands in an effort to get off the feed 
• Feeders must use drop step or veer principles with their feet to free up their hands 
• Hands must be high on the feed- so that the trajectory of the ball remains 

high enough to catch by the cutter 
• Cutters must keep stick closer to the body than usual as there is less room for cutter 
• Cutter must keep his eyes on the ball and look it into his stick 
• Cutter must react to the defender and take what is there 
• Cutter must make the same explosive move without the ball as he does with the ball 
• The feeder must deliver the ball to where the cutter will be not where the cutter is 
• The timing on the cut between the cutter and feeder is vital 

Key Points of Emphasis 
Communication: Cutting and feeding must be drilled until timing is practiced and rehearsed. 

Error Detection-Feeder 
• The feeder's hands are too low and the feed is at the knees of the cutter 
• The feeder does not veer and throws the feed into the sliding defender 
• The pocket is too deep in the feeder's stick and he cannot deliver the feed accurately or quickly 

Error Detection-Cutter 
• Stopping to catch the feed 
• Reaching back and exposing the stick on the shot off the feed 
• Cutting with the stick in the wrong hand 

Drills 
1. Competitive Cutti ng Dri II. Have players play one on one up top in front of the cage. Have 
an undefended feeder with a ball on each goal line. Have the player now make a cut in which 
the cutter fakes or makes a move to get open. They may now use the deception presented in 
the opening demonstrated. 

Additional Activities: 
There are many cutting drills of unlimited variations. Coaches are limited only by their own 
imaginations. 
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Lesson 3.6 Shooting 

Introduction 
Shooting successfully is the ultimate object of the game. Different types of shots may 
be used from different areas on the field. Shooting is basically a choice between power 
and accuracy. The basic axiom is that in close, shooters will require more accuracy and 
have less time to release the shot, as they move further from the goal, they will need more 
power and more time and space to release the shot. 

Points to Remember When I'm Teaching the Skill: 
• The same basic rules apply to shooting as to throwing. However, throwing is not 

shooting. Shooting is throwing with power. 
• Shooting requires that the shooter twist his trunk so that his body becomes parallel to 

the goal ( this translates to power in the same way that the wind up of a baseball 
pitcher). 

• The further one extends one's hands away from the body the greater will be the power 
on the shot. Conversely, the closer one's hands are to one's body, the more accurate 
the shot. 

• Pulling on the bottom hand on the follow through adds snap to your shot and makes it 
difficult for the goalie to follow . 

• Beginning players should concentrate on the three quarter arm shot. 
• The underhand shot may be attractive and exciting for young players but the time and 

space necessary to get the shot off make it impractical. 
• Players must quickly be transitioned to shoot on the run 
• The behind the back shot is not taboo as it once was years ago- it may be a viable 

option if a player has no angle. 
• Shooting is a creative act-there is no one correct shot for any situation 

• Key Points of Emphasis 
• Communication: 
• Never yell at player for missing a shot. Shooting is all about confidence. In shooting error 
• detection is key at early stages of development. When improper shooting becomes habit, it is • 
• too late to correct. 
• 
• Error Detection and Correction 
• • Hands are too low or are too close to body 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• Trunk is not twisted and shot and body is parallel to the goal 
• Wrong shots are taken from wrong places. Example: Big wind up for in-close shot. No 

power on outside shot (throwing it at the goal). 

• Additional Drills and Activities: 
• • 1. Two Goal Shooting Drill- see full drill in Module II appendix 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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• 
• 
• 
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Lesson 3.7 Playing Without the Ball 

Introduction 
Playing without the ball is the situation that players will find themselves in 90% of the time 
on offense. It is crucial to teach your players basic offensive principles so that they will know 
what to do when they don't have the ball. This lesson will deal with principles of the clear 
out/backdoor and the concept of balance 

Balance and Clearing Out 

Points to Remember When I'm Teaching the Skill: 
• Without clearing out the players on offense without the ball are impediments to the 

player with the ball 
• A well timed backdoor cut rather than a simple clear out can be a deadly weapon. 

Timing is everything 
• There is hardly any time that it is acceptable for two players to occupy the same space 

in the offense for any length of time. They can be covered by one defender. That is 
why players must learn to balance the field 

• Dodging players should drive at the cage and not the sideline 
• Dodging players must wait for teammates to clear out 

Key Points of Emphasis 
Communication: 
All three players in the triangle must move as one. Everyone must see the ball. Players can 
help one another as they move though the offense. 

Error detection and correction 
• The dodger goes before the offside player clears out-have the dodger side straddle 

towards the out of bounds line in a skip (widening the field) as the defender clears out 
• One player fails to understand or move in the triangle to attain balance ( have arriving 

player point to the destination for the confused player) 
• The dodger dodges to the sideline rather than the pipe (Have the dodger circle up and 

come straight at the cage) 
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Dri lis and Activities 
1. Motion Clear Out Drill-Attack and Midfield Triangles 
Demonstrate the most basic principle of backdoor cuts and clearing out through a motion 
triangle set up with one player with the ball behind the goal and two players on the goal line 
extended on each side of the cage. 
A different color defense is set up on the crease. As the behind attackman drives his dominant 
side of the cage, the attackman on his driving side cuts backdoor to the crease. The attacker 
on the opposite side of which the attackman behind drives, cuts behind the cage to fill. 
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Lesson 3.8 Picking 

Introduction 
Picks in lacrosse are used the same way they are used in basketball. Using the body of 
another teammate to screen a defender allows an offensive player to run his defender into his 
teammate's body. 

On-ball picks: 
• The teammate setting the pick must face his teammate (the person he is trying to get 

free) and assume a square position to use as much of his body's surface area to block the 
defender. Usually the person for whom the pick is set wants to move towards the goal. 

• The person setting the pick must maintain a stationary stance, or it be comes an illegal 
moving pick. The person for whom the pick was set should drive his man directly into the 
picker's body. He should brush shoulders with his teammate setting the pick to prevent 
his defender from getting around the pick. 

Error Detection 
• The driving offensive player does not come close enough to the pick to pick his man off 
• The picking player does not roll to the opposite side after the pick 
• The player does not wait for the pick to be set 

Error Correction 
• Have players without defense run by the pick and slap five as they pass the picking player. 

Their slap five will accomplish two purposes. Firstly, it will require they are close enough 
to the pick and have the timing down. Secondly, as they slap five they should push the 
player into the correct roll motion. This can be done in front of and behind the cage. 
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Lesson 3.9 Facing Off 

Introduction 
Facing Off is the skill used at the start of the game, each quarter and after each score. Two 
players face each other, while facing their goal at an x at the very center of the field. It is a vital 
and important skill because it dictates possession of the ball in the game of lacrosse. Success 
at the face off can mean dominance in possession and the game. In other cases, the face off 
can fuel a dramatic comeback or can seal a victory. You can never be sure who will be skilled 
at the faceoff. It may be a big, strong player or in other cases, a small quick player. For this 
reason, coaches should be sure to provide each player with a chance to try their hand at the 
faceoff. Facing off is an art and often the most unlikely players have a gift for gaining posses
sion. This section is meant to provide a basic introduction, but is by no means meant to be 
anything more than a primer on the basics. You will find videotapes, books and camps and 
clinics designed solely specializing in the art. 

Points to Remember When I'm Teaching the Skill: 

Positioning when instructed by the official to comedown 
• Prior to the official blowing the whistle to start the face off, each player should get in a 

squatting position. 
• The face-off players should hold their stick in both hands and have both hands on the 

ground with the top hand holding the stick at the very top (where the shaft and the stick 
head meet), but not touching the plastic of the stick head. 

• Each face-off player should have the back of his stick facing the other player. The shaft 
of the stick must be parallel to the midline and not extend over the midline. The 
distance between each stick should be four inches, which is the width of the face-off 
line. 

• Both players will be squatting with their right foot directly behind their right glove 
hand. That foot cannot extend beyond where the shaft and stick head meet. 

• The official will indicate to each player to get ready by saying "down" (at this point no 
movement is allowed) and will blow the whistle to start play. At this point both players 
will maneuver their sticks and bodies to gain possession of the ball by either picking 
the ball up themselves or directing the ball to the wing players running in from the 
sides. 

Key Points of Emphasis 
• Feet must be left of head of stick 
• Weight balanced and not borne on hands so that players cannot quickly move stick 

Error detection and correction 
• Foot inside of the head of the stick 
• Weight borne on hands so that players cannot quickly move stick 
• Stick not parallel to the midline 
• Player on knees on face off 
• Feet not shoulder width a part 45% angle towards opposing faceoff man. 

Clamp and Rake 
Points to Remember When I'm Teaching the Skill 
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The clamp and rake is a strength move. 
• The set-up for this move is the same as described in "Positioning." The back of each 

face off player's stick should face his opponent, and the pocket should be inverted. 
• Some players prefer either palms down or the bottom hand palm down with the top 

hand palm up. This is an individual preference. 
• Both elbows should be as close to the ground as possible so a player's arms are close 

to being parallel to the ground. 
• Both hands should be hip-width apart. 
• The face-off man should crouch down, with his right foot close to his right hand and 

with his right elbow inside his right knee. 
• The left foot should be close to his right foot with his left elbow outside his left knee 

(start out with both feet close to each other so that a player's feet will be shoulder-width 
apart after the first step with the right foot). 

• When the whistle blows, a player should "clamp down" by rolling his hands forward 
and extending the arms straight so the stick top goes down and over the ball. 

• At same time the right foot moves towards the top of the stick head. 
• The left hand (or bottom hand) stays close to the ground and pushes out away from 

the body as the stick clamps on the ball . This helps the throat of the stick slide 
underneath the opponent's stick head. 

• The face-off man should always keep contact with the ball and can maneuver it by 
keeping his bottom hand (or left hand) down on the ground as the ball is being directed 
with the top hand (or the right hand). 

• He should use his right foot as a pivot foot, and continue to drop step with his left foot 
while pivoting off of the right foot 

• His body should be used as a screen to box out his opponent so that his body is now 
between the ball and his opponent. 

• Once the ball is clamped and controlled by one player, it can be maneuvered three 
different ways: 

• Between legs behind 
• Pushed out to the left and down the line 
• Out and forward 
• The face-off man can roll the bailout in these directions and scoop up or push it 

towards his wing man running in from the outside. 

Error Detection and Correction 
• Players go to knees 
• Too much weight on hands 

Drills 
1. Faceoff Whistle Drills-Have players execute commands on whistle without opponents 

2. Face off Round Robin Tournament-Pairs of players contest at the same time to identify 
best face off men. They face off exactly as in drills, but now winners verse winners, losers 
verse losers until there is champion. 

3. Face off Drill- see full drill in Module II appendix. 
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Lesson 3.10 Defensive Stance and Checking 

------

Introduction 
Defense is played first with the feet and proper body position. All too often 
players wi II believe that defense is based on the check with the stick rather than 
moving their feet to take away easy lanes to the goal. Once defensive players have 
mastered correct body position, balance and stick placement, players can begin to 
employ a set of basic checks. 

Defensive Stance 
Points to remember when teaching the skill : 
• Stay low with knees bent although it tough to do-low man wins 
• Do not cross legs 
• Keep elbow on top hand bent and up and strong to make a V with stick 
• Keep head of stick number high 
• Do not bounce rather shuffle 

Error Detection and Correction 
• Not staying low 
• Crossing legs 
• Not bouncing but sliding while staying low 

Checking 
Points to remember when teaching the skill: 

1. A player wants to check with the greatest surface area of the stick head. 
2.A defender should always keep his stick on the same side as his man is 

holding his stick. 
3. When ten yards or more away from the goal, check the lower glove hand. 
4. When ten yards or less, check across the uniform numbers aiming for the top 

hand. 
5. A defender's stick head should never drop below his hips. 
6. Maintain proper body position (keeping body square with the offensive player) in order to 

be in position to check. 
7. Maintain proper footwork; feet should be shoulder-width apart and a player should avoid 

stepping towards the offensive player during a check. 
B. Keep the stick no more than 4 to 6 inches away from an opponent's stick to maintain 

control but still exert a forceful check. 

Slap Check 
The slap check is a quick chopping motion exerting force on an opponent's stick. 

• Because a slap check is a quick forceful check, a defender should keep his stick no 
more than 4 to 6 inches away from his opponent's stick or glove. 

• A defender wants to check with the greatest surface area of his stick head. 
• Slap checks are most effective if used in quick succession. 

Error Betection 
• Player lunges when he poke checks 
• Player pulls stick back too far on slap check 
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Error Correction 
Have players shuffle past a line of other coaches and poke each players stick as they shuffle 
by-now have them check as the shuffle other way 

Tell the player to sit down as they check ( means bend knees and butt so that they cannot 
lean). 
Drills and Activities: 
1. Lane Drill-Between the sideline and box line-have one player jog with the ball 
zigzagging from the end line to midline. Have the defender mirror the player drop stepping 
by running with space on change of direction the defender must drop step. In the lane, the 
defender must run as the offensive player runs. When they reach the midline, the offensive 
player shuffles across the midline to the opposite sideline. The defender now shuffles poking 
when he can but keeping his feet on the midline. On the opposite line, the players switch 
roles and they new offensive player runs the zigzag pattern whi Ie the defender runs and drop 
steps. At the end line, the offensive player now shuffles to the starting point on the opposite 
side of the end line as the defender shuffles and pokes. 

2. One on One Behind - No sticks for the defender - proper position 

3. One of One Behind the Cage with Sticks-Attackman Drives to post position-defender 
employs a butt or v hold. (If time permits, teach midfield funnel skills up top and/or check 
sticks on crease. I doubt time will allow coaches to run through the drill, but these can be 
demonstrated) 

Team Concepts 
4. Sideline to Sideline-Ball Back Drill Three players Pass ball in the middle the defenders 
calling bailor back as the move to help or one ball position. Once they have mastered the 
roles and the concept of ball and back, they playa game where they must run through two 
cones (imaginary goal) on opposite sidelines (width of field-midline to restraining line 4 
groups can play the game at the same time) as the defenders play ball and back. 

5. Six on Six Team Walk through-as players pass the ball around on whistle-players are 
either in a bailor back position. All see the ball, and talk as they adjust position to aggressive 
on ball defense or help position. 

Lesson 3 Summary 
In this lesson you have been introduced to the basic skills in boys' lacrosse. Remember when 
teaching these skills to new players of any age to use proper progression as they improve and 
as always, use your imagination to keep practices fun! 

Lesson 3: Apply Your Knowledge 
Write an IDEA lesson plan for teaching new players how to execute one of the skills presented 
in this lesson. 

Design a drill that combines scooping, cradling and shooting on one of the field diagrams 
located in the back of this manual. 
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1\100ULE II ApPENDIX: SAMPLE 
DRILLS 

For more drills or to download these drills online, visit the Level 1 Online Course reference 
section 

fiiilacposse® 
;; 

Coaches' Education Program 
Levell Online Course Reference Section 

Drill and Game Supplement 

Cradling Drills 101 

Objective: To improve player's ability to cradle and dodge. 

Suggested space needed/equipment: 25 yard by 25 yard area. Cones and balls. 

Players needed: The whole team can participate in these drills. 

Cradling Summary 
Learning to cradle is one of the most difficult things to do in lacrosse. But it is an 
essential part of the game. Players must master cradling as quickly as they can. 
And learning to cradle in both hands from the start will help make the player 
better down the road. Learning is understanding. A player will learn cradling 
faster if they understand how it works. In this demonstration, the players will 
learn the theory of cradling - centrifugal force . 

Demonstration 1 

Have all the players put down their sticks and give each player a ball. With their 
hand extended and the palm open, have them roll the ball around in the palm of 
their hand. The ball should fall out. Now have the players cup their hand around 
the ball and roll it. The players should have a little more control of the ball but it 
should fall out. Now, the coach should demonstrate cradling using the ball in the 
palm of his hand. By cupping the ball and moving it in a rocking motion 
(cradling), the ball will not move in your hand. The players should then do the 
same motion as the coach. While the coach is watching, he can explain 
centrifugal force and why the ball stays in the player's hand. Now, once the 
players have a firm understanding of the cradling motion, it is time to try it with 
their sticks. 

Stick Protection 

Younger players should be encouraged to use two hands on their sticks until 
they become proficient in cradling, catching, throwing and shooting. The next 
level of stick protection is learning to cradle with one hand. This is not for 
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beginners. Offensively, the advantage of cradling one-handed is that the 
defense, by rule, is not allowed to check the offensive player's body or free arm. 
Defense can hit the stick but cannot make any type of stick check to the body. 
This is why offensive players, especially attackmen, should be taught to cradle 
with only one hand. But this should not be taught until the players have a sound 
understanding of two handed cradling. The key things players should be taught 
when cradling one-handed are: 
• Hand position: The cradling hand (the top hand) should be as close to the 

head of the stick as possible (remember, you are not allowed to touch the 
plastic head of the stick). This will give you more control over your stick and 
make it harder for the defense to check the stick. 

• Arm Position: The free arm should be held directly out, away from the 
player's body (similar to a stiff arm in football). The palm of the free hand 
should be turned out and directed at the defensive player. Some coaches call 
it: "Showing the palm." Another good way to remind your players of the 
proper positioning is: always have the thumb of your free hand pointed at the 
ground. 

Dnlls 

1 - Warm Up Drill 
Most teams do warm up laps. Have the players do these laps with a ball. As they 
are jogging and warming up, have them change hands and cradle on the whistle. 
Double whistle is sprint with the ball. Whistle: one-handed cradle right. Whistle: 
one-handed cradle left. Whistle: run backwards and cradle. Whistle: shuffle. 
Whistle: split dodge. Etc. This drill gives coaches the opportunity to do 
conditioning while the players are improving their skills. 

2 - Mirror Drill 
Many times, players can see their own mistakes. Encourage players to practice 
cradling in front of a mirror. This allows players to see exactly what they look 
like. Coaches should tell players to practice keeping their sticks tucked into the 
shoulder area, keeping two hands on their sticks, and their heads up. Players do 
not want to get into the habit of looking down at your stick. And again, 
encourage all your players to practice cradling on the right and the left. 

3 - Cone Drill 
Learning to cradle standing still is tough. But learning to do it while a player is 
running is even tougher. After a coach feels the players understand the rocking 
motion of the cradle, they should put the players in a situation where they can 
use the skill. 
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Beginner level: 

Set the cones five yards apart in a straight line. Have the players make a line in 
front of the first cone. Then have each player weave in between the cones 
cradling the ball. Once everyone has gone through in one direction, have them 
come back using the opposite hand. Encourage the players to go slow and to 
perfect the skill. Then, progress to two lines with one competing against the 
other to see which is faster. This competition will give players a great reason to 
learn cradling. 

Drill key aspects: 
1. players must understand the fundamentals of cradling 
2. players need to use correct form in order to get better 

Skills practiced 
1. cradling 
2. running while cradling 

Goalie involvement Full, goalies should be involved in these drills using a goalie 
stick and appropriate protective gear for the activity. 

Hicks 
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Objective: 
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Coaches' Education Program 
Levell Online Course Reference Section 

Drill and Game Supplement 

Ground Ball Box Out Drill 

Players learn to get their hips low to protect a ground ball from a defender, they 
practice scooping and immediately passing to a teammate. This is a great drill to 
get them used to responding to defensive pressure, and a good drill to use as a 
pre-game warm up. It gets them active and in the correct state of mind. 

Suggested space needed/equipment: 
Lacrosse field 

Players needed: 
Two. 

Description of Drill-Execution 

Boxing Out: 
1. The player protecting the ball must keep his hips low and knees flexed to 

maintain leverage against the defender. 

Drill Execution: 
1. Player 1 puts the ball down. 
2. Player 2 stands behind him. 
3. Coach blows the 1st whistle. Player 2 moves around trying to get by Player 1 

and get to the ball, but he should not actually scoop it. Player 1 must keep 
his hips low and knees bent to box Player 2 out and keep him away from the 
ball. 

4. After 5-10 seconds Coach blows the 2nd whistle. Player 2 relaxes. Player 1 
scoops the ball, brings the stick up to his face, turns in the correct arc, and 
runs far enough away so he can throw it to Player 2. 

5. The players switch positions and the drill is repeated. 
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Ski/Is practiced 
1. Keeping the hips low and knees bent to avoid being pushed off of a ball. 
2. Scooping, protecting the ball, turning in the correct arc. 
3. Running through the ball so that they can pass to their teammate. 
4. Learning to look for a teammate and pass the ball immediately after a ground 

ball. 

Variations/Progression/Increased difficulty (As your players improve their ski/Is 
incorporate the following ... ) 
1. Have Player 2 do the drill without his stick. He must focus on quick footwork 

to get around Player 1. 

Goalie involvement 
Same as the other players. 

Related drills: 
1. Ground Balls 3 Across The Field 
2. Ground ball out and back 
3. Ground ball with chaser 
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Coaches' Education Program 
Levell Online Course Reference Section 

Drill and Game Supplement 

Approach Drill 

Objective: To improve player's ability to dodge, pass, and dodge off passes 
COOP) and shoot. 

Suggested space needed/equipment: 25 yard by 25 yard area. Cones and balls. 

Players needed: Seven players are needed for this drill. 

Description of Drill-Execution (matches and explains diagram) 
Place a bucket or cone in front of the crease. Determine the distance from 
where you are dodging. Two defensive players are on the ball, playing the 
initiator and attempting to force him to roll back. Once the Initiator makes a 
pass, you must quickly open your hips to the ball side and drop to the cylinder. 
There are also two defenders off the ball, where they wait at the cylinder for the 
ball defender to drop to the cylinder, then leave to make a one to one approach 
with the dodger. There are three offensive players at or above the restraining 
line (adjust to level of players). The initiator will make the initial dodge to draw 
the defender, then either slice pass, or roll back to pass to the relay. The relay 
simply receives a pass from the dodger and changes fields by quickly passing to 
the dodger. The dodger immediately dodges off the pass COOP) attempt ing to 
beat the defender one to one for a shot. 

Drill key aspects: 
1. offense must move the ball quickly 
2. offenders must be moving quickly to create one to one shots. 
3. defenders must have good body position 
4. defenders should be communicating 
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Drill diagram 

Dodger 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 

o I c:> Relay 

.. , 
, 

nitiator 

Skills practiced 
1. passing 
2. dodging 
3. defending on dodges 
4. creating one to one shooting situations 

Variations/Progression/Increased difficulty (As your players improve their skills 
incorporate the following ... J 

1. Vary the position of the 3 lines from in front, to behind the cage as well as 
the sides of the restraining box. The bucket or cone will have to move as 
well. 

2. Use stumps for one or both defenders. 
3. Vary the tempo of the 1: 1 with the defender and the initiator. If you play 

this both sides full speed: The drill is the same, unless the defender puts 
the ball on the ground. At that point, the coach can throw a ball to either 
the goalie or the middle defender for a quick clear, or the coach can throw 
a ball to the relay man to continue the drill. 

Goalie involvement Full, goalies should be involved in this drill 

us ! acrosse Coaches Educatron Ccmmlttee 200"> 
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Levell Online Course Reference Section 

Drill and Game Supplement 

Triangle Line Drill 

Objective: 
To improve the player's ability to catch, throw, scoop, and to cut to and through 
the pass. After receiving the catch or scoop, they follow their pass to the end of 
the next receiving line. This is a continuous, rotational drill (shuttle) that is great 
for every day practice or pre-game warm-up. 

Suggested space needed/equipment: 
Lacrosse Field 

Players needed: 
The whole team can participate in this drill. For less wait / standing time, create 
multiple triangles with lines of no more than 3. 

Description of Drill-Execution 
Initially use cones to mark triangle about 15-20 yards between points. 

1. Player 1 passes the ball to player 2 and immediately follows his pass to 
the end of the receiving line. 

2. Player 2 receives, passes to the next line and follows his pass, etc. 

Drill diagram 
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Drill comptled and edited by John Plri'/Mary Cate Slay 
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Skills practiced 
• Watching the ball into the stick for complete catch. 
• Cutting to the ball and running through the catch. 
• Bending knees and staying low on scoop to protect the ball on the move. 
• Quickly moving the ball to improve hand / yet coordination and other's 

position. 

Variations/Progression/Increased difficulty 

1. Have players use non-dominant hand high on stick. 
2. Create a roll and cut from around the back of line to sprint toward the 

pass. 
3. Count how many complete passes they can make in a certain amount of 

time (ie. 30 secs., 1 min.) 

Goalie involvement 
Same as other players. 

Related drills: 

1. Star Drill 

Drill and d by CatE Slay 
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Levell Online Course Reference Section 

Drill and Game Supplement 

Two Goal Shooting 

Objective: The objective of this drill is to improve shooting skills and accuracy by 
forcing players to shoot overhand. 

Suggested space needed/equipment: 112 field, 24 balls and two goals 

Players needed: Entire team will participate (goalies may give this a try) 

Description of Drill-Execution 
Place second goal about seven yards in front of the goal. The coach will 
demonstrate how to shoot overhand and show the team that you can shoot over 
one goal and put the ball into the second goal (coach, practice this before hand 
so you can consistently clear the close goal and put the ball in the far goal). Start 
with a pile of balls at the coaches' feet and have the players attempt to shoot 
over the near goal and into far goal. Emphasize that they must shoot overhand 
to get the ball into the far goal. Once players are able to score, have the players 
line up in left and right cutting lines at the top of the box. Have two lines of 
feeders at the GLE with plenty of balls. Run this as a basic feeding and cutting 
drill so that players can practice catching and shooting on the run with their 
strong and weak hand. This drill will really emphasize shooting overhand because 
that is the only way to put the ball in the far goal. Goalies can do this drill to get 
them shooting overhand. The near goal may have to have the back propped on 
a helmet and tipped down if you have a young team or a lot of short players. 
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Drill Diagram 

Coach shows how to shoot over near goal to far goal 
Players practice from stationary position in front of cages 
Set up basic feeding and cutting with shots coming from in front of near goal. 

I 

Skills practiced 
1. Overhand shooting 
2. Shooting accuracy 

• 
C 

\1 Near Goal 
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Variations/Progression/Increased difficulty (As your players improve their skills 
incorporate the following .. .) 

1. Shoot in a stationary position 
2. Shoot while on the run 
3. Shoot after cutting and receiving a pass 
4. Work both strong and weak hand 

Goalie involvement 
Goalies can practice shooting. Because of visual interference and odd bounces 
off near goal, goalies should not defend the far goal. 

Drill and edited 
US Lacrosse Coaches Educat!on Committee 2005 
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Drill and Game Supplement 

Motion Clear out Drill 
Attack and Midfield Triangles 

Demonstrate the most basic principle of backdoor cuts and clearing out 
through a motion triangle set up with one player with the ball behind the 
goal and two players on the goal line extended on each side of the cage. 
A different color defense is set up on the crease. As the behind 
attackman drives his dominant side of the cage, the attackman on his 
driving side cuts backdoor to the crease. The attacker on the opposite 
side of which the attackman behind drives, cuts behind the cage to fill. 

3 
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Drill and Game Supplement 

Face-off Drill 

Objective: To improve player's ability to create goals from the face-off and to 
improve defenders skills at defending the face-off. 

Suggested space needed/equipment: Half of the field. Balls. 

Players needed: Six players are needed for this drill. 

Description of Drill-Execution 
The coach throws to an offensive player that breaks for the cage. The defender 
covering the player who receives the ball must first touch the line before 
entering the drill. 

Drill key aspects: 
1. offenders must move quickly to the cage 
2. defenders must recover quickly and get back 
3. offenders should try to get a good shot off 
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Drill diagram 
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Skills practiced c 
1. catching and breaking for the cage 
2. recovering as a defender 
3. shooting 

Variations/Progression/Increased difficulty (As your players improve their skills 
incorporate the following ... ) 

1. vary who the ball gets thrown to 
2. to add a long toss for the goalie, have him toss to an offensive player 

while the defensive players have their backs to him 
3. for a more advanced look, after the initial throw in, the offense must 

make one pass before the drill starts. (You may need to adjust the 
spacing of the offense and defense. Although the defender will engage 
the offensive player on the initial toss, he does so in a posture that forces 
the player to initiate, but allows him to make the second pass.) The 
defense does not begin until the second pass is made 

Goalie involvement. Full, goalies should be involved in this drill 

Co I. 
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